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Tree-ring time series provide long-term, annually resolved information on the growth of trees. When sampled in a systematic context, tree-ring
data can be scaled to estimate the forest carbon capture and storage of landscapes, biomes, and—ultimately—the globe. A systematic effort to
sample tree rings in national forest inventories would yield unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution of forest carbon dynamics and help
resolve key scientific uncertainties, which we highlight in terms of evidence for forest greening (enhanced growth) versus browning (reduced
growth, increased mortality). We describe jump-starting a tree-ring collection across the continent of North America, given the commitments of
Canada, the United States, and Mexico to visit forest inventory plots, along with existing legacy collections. Failing to do so would be a missed
opportunity to help chart an evidence-based path toward meeting national commitments to reduce net greenhouse gas emissions, urgently
needed for climate stabilization and repair.
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W

e are at a crucial point in the Anthropocene:
Industrialization and deforestation (FAO 2015) especially, among other factors, have altered and continue to
alter the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere, the Earth’s energy balance, and the climate system.
These changes have far-reaching consequences for global
economies, ecology, and human well-being (Reidmiller et al.
2018). In 2016, 195 nations agreed to limit the warming of
global mean surface temperature to 2.0 degrees Celsius (°C)
above the preindustrial baseline (www.cop21paris.org);
atmospheric CO2 concentration should not exceed 450
parts per million (ppm) to reach this goal. The current
atmospheric CO2 concentration is already over 415 ppm
(Le Quéré et al. 2015), global mean surface temperature has

already increased 1.0 °C, and atmospheric CO2 is increasing
by approximately 2 ppm per year. On this trajectory, there
are just a few decades left to achieve a net-zero emissions
world, especially if nations fully commit to the target of
1.5 °C of warming (IPCC 2018).
Besides reducing emissions, recent attention has focused
on enhancing and managing natural carbon sinks, including a portfolio of negative emissions technologies, in other
words, influencing the carbon flux through terrestrial ecosystems to draw CO2 out of the atmosphere and restore the
climate system (National Academies of Sciences 2019). Two
of these technologies, afforestation and reforestation plus
changes in forest management, are focused on forests, which
cover 30% of the Earth’s land surface (MacDicken et al. 2016)
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and have already acted as a major carbon sink, mitigating
25 to 35% of anthropogenic carbon emissions between 1959
and 2017 (Pan et al. 2011, Le Quéré et al. 2015). In fact,
forests provide one quarter of the total planned greenhouse
gas emissions reductions across all countries’ commitments,
made at the twenty-first session of the Conference of the
Parties (COP21, or Paris Climate Accord; Grassi et al. 2017).
However, the idea of relying on forest sinks to achieve these
goals is set against a backdrop of divergent evidence regarding forest trends (Popkin 2019). Several lines of evidence
suggest positive forest trends (and an overall increasing land
carbon sink; Zhu et al. 2016), which we refer to collectively
as the evidence for forest greening, contrasting other evidence for negative forest trends—drought-induced reductions in tree growth (Charney et al. 2016, Babst et al. 2017,
Green et al. 2019) and increases in tree mortality—which
we refer to as forest browning, as summarized in a recent
comprehensive review (Allen et al. 2015). Indeed, future
carbon sequestration by terrestrial ecosystems, forests in
particular, is considered a major source of scientific uncertainty in earth system models (Winkler et al. 2019). Reliable
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estimation of future carbon sequestration, which is critical
for designing strategies to reach net-zero atmospheric CO2
accumulation, requires a resolution between the evidence
for forest greening versus browning.
We convened a conference of leading researchers on climate and tree rings collected in the context of forest inventory plots. Here we argue that tree-ring sampling in the
permanent plots of existing national forest inventory (NFI)
programs would greatly enhance the monitoring and forecasting of forest ecosystem carbon sequestration and earth
system carbon dynamics (figure 1). The land carbon sink has
historically been estimated by finding the difference between
emissions, uptake by the world’s oceans, and changes in
atmospheric concentration—an indirect or inverse form of
estimation (Le Quéré et al. 2015). Tree rings, in contrast,
provide on-the-ground, direct records of aboveground carbon sequestration by individual trees and at critical temporal
scales—annual or subannual resolution over multidecadal
to centennial time frames. However, publicly available treering data (the International Tree-Ring Data Bank) were
often collected from trees selected for maximal climate
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of how the collection of tree rings from NFIs would result in better carbon accounting to meet
the obligations for the Conference of the Parties of the climate change convention, by better understanding a number of
processes that are currently in question. In an ideal scenario, tree-ring data collected on NFIs would be consistent across
regions and countries with a sampling design that was unbiased for all types of research questions and circumstances (e.g.,
among various stand-level disturbance regimes), across all forest types (tropical to temperate to boreal), for both managed
and unmanaged stands, and providing robust information (in other words, quality control and sufficiently replicated
data) that could be readily upscaled. The data and metadata associated with plots, trees, and cores should be well
managed (in consistent formats with samples archived for new innovative research questions and techniques, including
emerging genetic, isotopic and wood anatomy methodologies). In addition, future collections would benefit from a more
formal recognition of the various disciplines that use tree-ring data, and the growing array of research and management
questions that these data may someday inform (see box 1).
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sensitivity (for climate reconstruction), making them biased
and not representative of the sensitivity of forest ecosystems to ongoing climate variation and change (Sullivan
and Csank 2016, Zhao et al. 2019). These collections also
lack the tree and forest information needed to quantify
forest-level growth (for example, tree size and number per
unit area), making it very difficult to scale up estimates of
carbon sequestration. Recently, a regional dendroecological
data network has been developed to address some of these
issues (Rayback et al. 2020b), but thus far, it remains limited
in extent. NFIs, by comparison, are systematic observatories
of forest ecosystems designed specifically for large-scale
inference—an appropriate basis for national-scale carbon
monitoring, reporting, and verification (as required under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change) and global-scale carbon accounting. NFI remeasurement intervals typically occur on a 5- or 10-year basis,
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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and the longest-running North American inventories have
a temporal depth of several decades at best. We make the
case for sampling tree rings in the forest inventories across
North America to bring together the key data characteristics
needed to quantify and better understand changes in forest
biomass—spatial and ecological representativeness, annual
resolution, and temporal depth.
The opportunity to build such a tree-ring data network
across North America is near at hand. The field sampling
could be achieved with relatively little additional investment,
because the cost of revisiting NFI plots is already built into
existing programs. Taking the modest additional time to bore
trees when at a plot would make it possible to estimate annually resolved tree growth extending back decades or centuries (but see the “Challenges” section). The foundation for
an NFI-based tree-ring network already exists in the form of
legacy collections, totaling at least 405,092 increment cores
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Figure 2. Density of increment cores collected per 0.1 × 0.1 degree (°) raster cell (the unit area) over North America (when
delimited in the south by the isthmus of Tehuantepec, in Mexico). A search radius of 2.5° was used to calculate density
of cores. The mean diameter at breast height of samples (vertical histogram), and standard error (error bars), computed
across 1° longitudinal bands are displayed at the bottom. The panel at left illustrates the frequency distribution of samples
accordingly with their belonging to angiosperm and gymnosperm species computed across 1° latitudinal bands. The
amount of aboveground biomass carbon (Abg C) density as of 2010 (Spawn et al. 2020) is displayed in the background to
show that there are large areas of high biomass without known tree-ring collections.
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Table 1. Legacy tree-ring collections in North America’s national forest inventories.
Country

Region

Number of cores with quality controla

Canada

Quebecb

332,290

1997–current

NFI (CFS TRenD)c

19,645

1997–current

United States of America

Alaska

1,526d

2014–current

Western

23,824

1985–2001,
2011–current

Easterne

27,207

1980–1988

600f

2013–2015

National inventory (Inventario
Nacional Forestal y de Suelos)

Total

405,092

aCrossdating

or other statistical approaches. bComplete tree cores are sampled and measured for coniferous species, white birch,
and poplars (a total of 21 species). For other deciduous species, only 10 cm segments or the 10 outermost rings are measured.
cGirardin et al. 2021a. d2,074 more without quality control. eCanham et al. 2018. fFrom 33 species, includes 4,679 more cores from
759 species without quality control.

to date across North America (figure 2, table 1). It would be
a missed opportunity not to build on this foundation when
plots are revisited, but it requires planning and cooperation.
To lay out the case for this effort we first explain the added
value of such a tree-ring data network; second, we review the
North American NFI tree-ring data that currently exist and
discuss how they can be used to address monitoring challenges across diverse forest ecosystems; third, we consider
the challenges associated with creating a continental-scale
data network; fourth, we highlight the important unanswered C-cycling questions that tree rings can help address;
and fifth, we chart key actions needed to build this network.
Our suggestions are not limited to North America. Indeed,
this is a call to action to more formally assemble, analyze,
and archive tree-ring data collected in association with any
forest inventory. Such an emerging global data set would
present an unprecedented opportunity to resolve key scientific uncertainties in the global carbon cycle and address the
climate crisis.
Why add tree ring collection to national forest
inventories?
Large uncertainties plague our understanding of forest carbon dynamics. Which of several drivers are responsible for
current forest growth trends? How will forest ecosystems
respond to climate stress and feedback on the climate system? What are the effects of natural disturbances and forest
management on carbon dynamics? It is unclear how much
of the recent observed greening (increase in the land carbon
uptake) is caused by forest recovery from disturbance versus
positive effects of warming or increased atmospheric CO2
in some regions. Indeed, we have a poor understanding of
the limits of CO2 fertilization: With atmospheric CO2 and
temperatures increasing together (the former causing the
latter), at what point is the positive effect of CO2 fertilization exceeded by the negative effect of increased evaporative
stress, converting forests from a stabilizing feedback on the
4 BioScience • XXXX XXXX / Vol. XX No. X
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climate system to a destabilizing feedback (Frank et al. 2015,
Sullivan et al. 2017, D’Orangeville et al. 2018, Dannenberg
et al. 2019, Gao et al. 2020)? These and many other open
questions highlight the fact that many environmental factors
simultaneously influence tree growth—climate, disturbances
(including forest management), and CO2 fertilization, in
particular. Adding tree rings to NFIs will be critical to disentangling these drivers because tree-ring data are the single
best source of information on the sensitivity of tree growth
to interannual climate variability (Fritts 1976); when collected in an NFI context, they make it possible to quantify
and disentangle these many influences, and they make the
ideal basis for scaling up forest productivity (figure 1). In the
following, we briefly flesh out these three core arguments for
collecting tree-ring data in NFIs, delving into greater detail
in the “Carbon cycle uncertainties, carbon accounting, and
atmospheric CO2 drawdown through forest management”
section.
First, without tree-ring data, forest inventory-based estimates of the influence of climate on tree growth are limited
to average growth in response to average climate over some
number of years (usually 5–10). The annual resolution of
tree-ring data makes it possible to detect the impact of
climatic extremes, or more generally, nonlinear responses
to interannual climate variation, as well as to disentangle
responses to spatial versus temporal climate variation.
Second, when tree-ring data are collected in NFI (or other
statistically designed) forest plot networks, multiple influences on tree growth can be captured in an unbiased and
representative way—climate, competition, disturbance, and
other environmental factors (DeRose et al. 2017)—which
is critical to parse their effects. With attention to sampling
design (see the “Challenges” section), tree-ring data sourced
in an NFI context are representative of the forest population,
both in the statistical and ecological sense. Forest inventories
that incorporate permanent plots are specifically designed
to capture forest trends (rates of tree growth, mortality, and
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Table 2. Examples of existing and desired forest attributes (above and beyond existing) measured in the field for
individual increment cores, trees, and associated plots.
Existing

Desired

Core

One short core per tree

Less than one core per tree, full core, through-core

Coring height

Sapwood length or area

Unknown number of rings to stem center

Establishment date (pith date), pith offset

Stem diameter

Bark thickness

Tree height

Wood density, biomass, or carbon

Disturbance or damage agents

Crown radius, depth, and asymmetry

Crown condition

Leaf area index, canopy health

Common, vernacular name for species

Scientific name, if in doubt collect an herbarium specimen

Status (live or dead)

Time and cause of death, if possible

Tree

Plot

Date of sampling, geographic coordinates, elevation

Stem mapping

Competition

Hemispherical photographs

Observations of disturbance

Coarse woody debris
Soil water situation, pH, chemistry
Method and motivation of tree selection

recruitment), and the influence of landscape-scale processes
such as natural disturbances and land use. NFIs therefore
provide a wealth of tree- and plot-level information (table 2).
Sampling tree rings in NFIs would then create a record of tree
growth across spatial and temporal scales, from microsite to
macrosystem and from daily to centennial, with the necessary covariate data to disentangle the environmental and
anthropogenic drivers of tree growth by their characteristic
pattern and scale of influence. For example, consider temperature versus CO2 as confounded drivers of tree growth:
Temperature varies across a landscape (with topography
and latitude), in addition to the intra-annual variability and
global trends characteristic of both temperature and CO2.
Therefore for a given concentration of atmospheric CO2, an
NFI tree-ring network provides observations of tree growth
across a range of mean temperatures and mean precipitation. A second example is that in contrast to the continuous
trend of warming temperature, disturbance processes are
discontinuous in onset, and in space (fire, insect outbreaks,
droughts), with decade-scale impacts on tree growth that
fade over time (Allen et al. 2015). Therefore, different drivers of forest growth have different temporal and spatial
signatures. Although attribution of forest growth variation
to these different drivers will not be an easy task, an NFI
tree-ring network would greatly strengthen the empirical
foundation for meeting this urgent challenge.
Third, NFIs are designed specifically for scaling up,
precisely what is needed for carbon accounting and the
deployment of forest-based negative emissions technologies. Without information on tree size, as in the case of
the International Tree-Ring Data Bank, ring-width measurements must be detrended, creating a unitless ringwidth index, before characterizing and attributing growth
variation to specific drivers. Analyses are then limited to
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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relative rather than absolute growth. In a carbon accounting
context, however, it is essential to analyze absolute growth
(for example, carbon or biomass) on a per-area basis, therefore information on the size and per-area number of trees
is critical. Tree-ring data sourced in NFI plots that were
designed to represent a landscape can readily be used to
aggregate and scale up existing forest estimators (Dye et al.
2016, Metseranta et al. 2018, Metseranta 2019, Ols et al.
2020). Joint tree-ring and NFI data would therefore allow
for C-cycle dynamics in forested systems to be assessed and
quantified to an unprecedented degree.
Existing NFI tree-ring data in North America
In North America, virtually all of the tree-ring data associated with NFIs to date have accumulated in an ad hoc manner, but these collections together make a strong foundation
for a continental-scale data network (examples in box 1,
figure 2, table 1). Tree-ring samples were collected from a
subset of trees and species on a plot (figure 3), along with
many other tree- and plot-level attributes (table 2), with
the aim of determining tree age, estimating potential site
productivity, and assessing growth. Some of these plots were
designed to be temporary, whereas others are permanent
and are therefore revisited. With subsequent visits, diameter
remeasurements became the standard for estimating growth,
and new cores were rarely collected (DeRose et al. 2017). As
a result, a great deal of tree-ring samples exist from various
inventories, with only some cores fully processed, cataloged
and adequately stored (table 1). Some cores that were not
discarded were later rediscovered by research scientists,
who took the time and effort to measure samples, verify
the quality of year assignments, and generate useful ringwidth time series. However, there are substantial gaps in
spatial, temporal, and species representation in the nascent
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Box 1. Key issues in the climate sensitivity of tree growth: Local adaptation, reaction norms,
assisted migration, and tree death.

Spatial variation in productivity and climate sensitivity detected through ecologically designed networks of tree-ring data further serve
as a basis for identifying areas of high versus low vulnerability to climate change (Ols and Bontemps 2020, Ols et al. 2020). This information can then be used to target areas for management action (climate mitigation) as well as protection (refugia). Another solution
to mitigate forest climate stress is to plant species or genotypes that are better adapted to projected future climate conditions—known
as assisted migration. NFI tree-ring data make it possible to identify tree genotypes and phenotypes that are likely to thrive (grow and
survive) in expected future climates, including tree-ring studies based in forestry provenance trials that have highlighted potential conflicts between cold versus drought adaptation and temporary carbon sequestration benefits (Housset et al. 2018, Girardin et al. 2021b).
Finally, tree-ring networks based in permanent sample plots can provide a better understanding of the sensitivity of tree mortality to
ongoing environmental changes and discrete disturbance events (Neumann et al. 2017). NFIs track which trees die over time; the collection of increment cores from recently dead trees can pinpoint mortality timing, and the analysis of growth in the years preceding
tree mortality can identify factors contributing to tree death (Cailleret et al. 2019), including reduced growth under climate extremes,
extended drought events, defoliation, and other stressors. Recent efforts using tree-ring growth to understand and predict tree mortality (Dietze and Moorcroft 2011, Clark et al. 2016) would be greatly advanced by a large NFI-based tree-ring network that systematically
cores both living and recently dead trees.

North American network of tree-ring data (figure 2). Future
sample collection will likely continue to be ad hoc, unless
a more cohesive, forward-looking approach is defined and
pursued. The following overview of NFI-based tree-ring
collections across Canada, Mexico, and the United States
identifies differences among and within the collections, but
also reveals the value added by incorporating region-specific
tree-ring sampling.
Canadian Forest Inventory. Canada encompasses 223 million

hectares of continuous boreal forest, representing 20% of
the world’s boreal forest biome, in addition to 45 million
hectares of cool temperate forests (Brandt 2009). Boreal
forests, in particular, have been identified as an important terrestrial carbon pool (Pan et al. 2011) and tipping
point in the Earth’s climate system (Lenton et al. 2008).
Monitoring and forecasting the future behavior of this
vast forested area is both critical and expensive. Canada’s
National Forest Inventory has achieved an unprecedented
degree of homogeneous tree-ring sampling—6000 increment cores collected in a manner that is representative of the
species and growing conditions across the managed forests
of Canada. This inventory began in 2001, with anywhere
from 1 to 10 cores per species collected in each plot. There
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are also provincial- or territorial-level tree-ring collections,
with substantial variation in sampling design. Québec, for
example, has an unparalleled collection of over 300,000
increment cores sampled in approximately 130,000 temporary and permanent sampling plots (table 1; Duchesne et al.
2017). Tree-ring measurement and quality control procedures vary among these inventories and years, from more
precise, time-consuming approaches in the federal system,
to coarser automated methods in the high-volume inventory of southern Québec. Because the baseline cost of forest
inventory sampling across Canada’s vast landscape is already
high, the addition of systematic tree-ring sampling, yielding
historical depth and annual resolution at a low proportional
cost, has great appeal.
US Forest Inventory and Analysis. The United States encompasses a substantial fraction of the world’s temperate broadleaf forests in the northern and eastern United States—which
have been a carbon sink because of recovery from disturbance—along with a sizable fraction of the world’s temperate
coniferous forests in the western and southeastern United
States. The US Forest Inventory system began in the 1930s
with regional, periodic inventories. A nationally consistent
annual Forest Inventory and Analysis program began in the
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A spatial network of unbiased, representative tree-ring data offers insight into a variety of critical issues about the climate sensitivity
of tree growth. For example, legacy NFI tree-ring data networks have revealed spatial variation in productivity and climate sensitivity,
with consequences for ecological forecasting, vulnerability assessment, and assisted migration. In an analysis of 14 species (Canham
et al. 2018) across the eastern United States, and across the entire distribution of Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir) in western North
America (Klesse et al. 2020), average ring width increases with average annual temperature, even though warmer than average years
generally lead to smaller than average growth rings. An analysis of the climate sensitivity of tree growth on the basis of forest inventory data (5- to 10-year averages) may not be able to distinguish between this kind of positive response to spatial variation in average
temperature versus negative response to interannual temperature variability. An important implication of the contrasting positive
versus negative responses to spatial versus temporal variation in temperature is that forecasting of future forest productivity cannot
use space for time substitution: The productivity and climate sensitivity of trees at currently warmer locations cannot be expected of
trees at currently cooler locations in a warmer future, because of genetic differentiation (local adaptation). Ecological forecasting of
tree growth should follow norms of reaction inferred from ring-width time series data. Inference of these reaction norms is therefore
a critical research priority.
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late-1990s. Although tree-ring data were collected during
plot establishment, there are currently no inventory-wide
plans for sampling increment cores during plot remeasurement. Like in Canada, there is considerable variability in the
representation of legacy increment core inventories across
the four major US regions (Northern, Southern, Interior,
and Pacific including Alaska). The archive of tree-ring data
from inventories prior to the 2000s, combined with the
current annual inventory, includes more than 24,000 cores
from eight interior Western states (DeRose et al. 2017), with
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience
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1500–2000 new cores collected annually, another 20,000 or
more from eight Northeastern states (Canham et al. 2018),
a small nascent collection from the Pacific Northwest states,
and a growing collection associated with initial plot installation in Alaska’s vast boreal forest (Sullivan et al. 2016,
Sullivan et al. 2017b, Cahoon et al. 2018). No known collections represent the Southeast (figure 2) or Midwest regions.
Building a complete tree-ring data network on the Forest
Inventory and Analysis grid would be facilitated by the
5-, 7-, or 10-year remeasurement cycles of this inventory
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Figure 3. Relative number (n) of tree samples from (a) angiosperm and (b) gymnosperm species in the tree-ring collections
across North America (table 1). The figure shows 155 different species names, with frequencies ranging from 1 to more
than 40,000.
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system—funding to revisit the plots is already included in
the program.
Mexican National Forest and Soils Inventory (Inventario Nacional
Forestal y de Suelos). Mexico has forest cover of 65.7 mil-

Challenges
Tree-ring science has been guided over the past century by
sampling principles (site and tree selection criteria; Fritts
1976) aimed at climate reconstruction. Water- or temperature-stressed trees were targeted for their strong interannual
ring-width variability. This leads to biased inference of the
climate sensitivity of tree growth: Population-level sensitivity is overestimated (DeRose et al. 2017, Duchesne et al.
2017, Klesse et al. 2018a). The sourcing of tree-ring data
from a network of locations designed to be representative
of forested landscapes is a step forward, but a key remaining challenge is determining which trees to sample at those
locations. Sampling in existing ad hoc NFI collections is
biased toward canopy dominant and codominant trees.
Because they represent the plurality of overstory species
composition, and carbon stock and flux, these trees should
be a major focus of sampling attention. However, sampling
focused on canopy dominants can lead to biased estimates
of growth rates—known as big tree selection bias (Brienen
et al. 2012)—resulting in false inference of recent increases
in growth (Morrongiello et al. 2012, Bowman et al. 2013,
Nehrbass-Ahles et al. 2014, Duchesne et al. 2019, Hember
et al. 2019). Moving forward, with carbon assessment and
attribution questions in mind, multicohort sampling designs
8 BioScience • XXXX XXXX / Vol. XX No. X
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lion hectares, which represents 33.6% of the national territory (CONAFOR 2018). With approximately 3,000 native
tree species, diversity is high. For example, two of the
most widely used genera in dendrochronology, Pinus and
Quercus, are represented by 49 and 122 tree species, respectively (Gernandt and Pérez-de la Rosa 2014, Ricker et al.
2016). NFIs in Mexico started in the 1960s, with six inventories completed to date. The Inventario Nacional Forestal
y de Suelos is carried out over a 5-year cycle, with field
visits to over 26,000 sites, distributed on a national grid
with distances between plots of 5–10 kilometers on forested land (CONAFOR 2012, 2018). Since 2013, field teams
have collected (frequently short) cores from all tree species
encountered in plots, primarily to develop a catalogue of
wood density across this great diversity of species, with
the goal of carbon accounting. There are currently 5,000
such samples, collected from 780 tree species, available at
the National Herbarium. Furthermore, 600 cores from 33
conifer species have been crossdated (Gutierrez 2017). There
are many angiosperm species from subtropical and tropical
lowland areas which are not reliable for tree-ring analysis.
Nevertheless, collection of full-length increment cores in
many of Mexico’s forests would yield annual-resolution,
decades-long time series of growth in an inventory that is
relatively young, building in a cost-effective manner on the
existing investment to visit plots.

will become increasingly important. Because coring all trees
in all plots is impractical outside of a small-scale research
context (for the time being), it would be wise to core all
trees in a subset of forest inventory plots for validation and
verification of tree selection guidelines, which have been
shown to influence estimation of growth (Nehrbass-Ahles
et al. 2014, Metsaranta et al. 2018, Cailleret et al. 2019).
In remaining plots, stratified sampling across species and
size classes will be important to strike a balance between
sampling too many versus too few understory trees, and
ultimately to disentangle the effects of year, age, size, climate,
atmospheric CO2, and disturbances (Bowman et al. 2013,
Campbell et al. 2021). A further question is when and how to
stratify repeated coring of individual trees—to find a balance
between effort and information content. In practice, the
selection process for recoring would depend on the shared
information across trees in a plot, that is, how accurately
and precisely the interannual growth of a tree that was not
cored can be inferred on the basis of repeat diameter measurements, and what is learned from trees that were cored
(Clark et al. 2007).
A second challenge is the inference of historical forest
productivity from tree-ring time series, because of the fading record problem (Swetnam et al. 1999, Brienen et al. 2012,
Dye et al. 2016). Trees that were once part of the forest but
have died and decomposed cannot be sampled, causing systematic underestimation of historical forest carbon pools, a
problem that exacerbates going backward in time (Dye et al.
2016). Furthermore, growth rates may be underestimated
when estimated on the basis of surviving trees, because
of a slow-grower survivorship bias (Brienen et al. 2012,
Duchesne et al. 2019). The long-term monitoring of NFIs,
in combination with tree-ring data collection, will improve
our ability to quantify and correct this fading record bias.
Until those long-term data accumulate, another solution is
to upward-correct for the missing biomass, using expected
forest stand trajectories (Andrews et al. 2018, Brienen et al.
2020) developed from observations in NFI permanent
sample plot networks (Dr. Andria Dawson, Mount Royal
University, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, personal communication, 27 October 2021).
A third challenge is that annual resolution, the assignment
of a precise calendar year to each growth ring, a hallmark of
tree-ring science—through crossdating (Black et al. 2016)
or other techniques of quality control—may not always be
feasible for forest inventory-based collections and can be
quite time-consuming to achieve. The strength of correlations
among tree-ring time series from forest inventory trees tends
to be lower than the correlations among time series from
trees at the more climate-limited locations usually selected by
dendrochronologists (Girardin et al. 2021a), leaving potential
uncertainty about year assignments. Strict adherence to traditional criteria for precise year assignments could lead to the
rejection of many samples, limiting (and biasing) inference
from NFI-based tree-ring data (Ricker et al. 2020). A mitigating influence is that missing rings are uncommon in trees
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Carbon cycle uncertainties, carbon accounting,
and atmospheric CO2 drawdown through forest
management
Disentangling the effects of climate, natural disturbances,
land use, endogenous forest demography, and CO2 fertilization on forest growth is key to resolving the uncertainties
surrounding forecasting of terrestrial carbon cycling—hence
the forest greening versus browning debate. In the following,
we highlight how the combined strengths of tree rings and
NFIs would facilitate the detection and parsing of these drivers, improve models of carbon cycling, and clear a path for
better carbon accounting and forest management aimed at
the drawdown of atmospheric CO2 levels.
Accurate and precise inference of climate effects on forest growth is essential, and tree rings are the best source of
information on those climate effects. One important way
that climate is changing is in the magnitude and frequency
of extremes, and although forest inventories with remeasurement intervals of 5 to 10 years are excellent at detecting
average growth rates in response to average conditions, they
are less capable of resolving the effects of extreme events.
Emerging phenomena such as heat waves are expected
to become both more frequent and intense, including the
compound effects of repeated events, with consequences for
carbon cycling (Frank et al. 2015). Indeed, tree-ring data
are already providing evidence that tree growth responses
to interannual climate variability are asymmetric or nonlinear (D’Orangeville et al. 2016, 2018, Sullivan et al. 2017b,
Dannenberg et al. 2019, Gao et al. 2020) implying that predictions of growth based on average climate conditions will
be inaccurate, as well as the potential for threshold behavior.
Annually resolved tree-ring data are further being used to
characterize the time scale of recovery from drought events
(Anderegg et al. 2020), and the spatial footprint of drought
(the strength and extent of synchronized tree response to
climate stress; Clark et al. 2016, Schurman et al. 2019),
which are indicators of resilience over time and space,
respectively. Legacy tree-ring data associated with NFIs are
being used to address the key question of whether boreal
tree growth is slowing in response to recent warming (Dietze
and Moorcroft 2011, Housset et al. 2018, Isaac-Renton et al.
2018, Klesse et al. 2020). Additional considerations about
the climate sensitivity of tree growth that would be detected
by an inventory-based spatial network of ring-width time
series are detailed in box 1.
In addition to detecting the effects of climate variability
and stress, it is equally important to understand to what
degree changes in forest growth are caused by endogenous
forest demography, natural disturbances, forest management, and their interaction with climate. Both anthropogenic and natural disturbances (such as stand-replacing
wildfires and insect outbreaks) have enormous impacts on
forest ecosystem carbon budgets (Pugh et al. 2019a). Recent
attention has been focused on understanding how much of
the detected greening is due to regrowth after past forest
disturbances, particularly harvest, because this aspect of the
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with the modest interannual ring-width variability that gives
rise to low interseries correlation and therefore higher growth
ring dating uncertainty (St. George et al. 2013), because these
trees are less climate limited. The development of statistical
methods for quantifying these patterns of uncertainty is a
high priority, so that dating uncertainty can be propagated
forward in projections of future forest state (Dietze 2017).
A related point is that partially or fully automating the measurement of growth rings and their assignment to a year of
formation would transform the tree-ring sciences—much as
automated DNA sequencing and algorithmic alignment of
sequences propelled studies of molecular evolution. It would
then be possible, for example, to better take advantage of
Quebec’s massive southern inventory (approximately 400,000
cores; table 1), or to imagine sampling every tree during
inventory or harvest activities. Machine learning approaches
to identify growth ring boundaries are already in development (Dr. Kelly Swarts, Austrian Academy of Sciences,
Gregor Mendel Institute of Molecular Plant Biology, Vienna,
Austria, personal communication, 26 October 2021), which
will also help expand the use of tree rings outside the temperate zone (for example, the great species and wood anatomical
diversity of Mexico’s trees).
A fourth challenge is scaling from measurements of ring
widths to tree-level metrics of volume, biomass, and then
carbon content, followed by scaling to forest stand-level
carbon (via summation of all trees). This is a nontrivial task,
as illustrated by LeBlanc (1990) and LeBlanc (1996) and as
described by Babst et al. (2018). In particular, the allometric scaling that is necessary to estimate three-dimensional
volume from one-dimensional measurements (radial or
diameter increments, ideally combined with measurements
of tree height) is subject to great uncertainty (Alexander
et al. 2018), both because it is based on power-law relationships and because the destructively sampled data that scaling functions are estimated from are very difficult to obtain
and therefore limited (Chojnacky et al. 2014). Improvement
of these allometric scaling functions is an active area of
research that is key for forest carbon accounting (Domke
et al. 2012, MacFarlane 2015).
A final challenge is plot privacy and data accessibility.
In Canada, the need for authorization from the various
provinces and territories to disseminate and use NFI treering data complicates research. In the United States, the
exact locations of plots are guaranteed to be private under
the 1998 Farm Bill and are therefore not available publicly
without proper authorization. Without exact plot locations,
climate data must be derived from approximate locations.
In Mexico, there has been less federal institutional interest
in NFI tree-ring analyses thus far. All the countries have
limited financial resources to carry out this kind of research,
suggesting a special need for stronger collaboration between
government and research institutions. Ultimately, the greatest challenge is to spur the investment and coordination
needed to make the idea of a continent-wide tree-ring data
network sourced in forest inventories a reality.
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of forest carbon scaling from tree rings. Assimilation of
carbon pool and tree-ring growth data from NFIs could be
used to improve ecosystem and dynamic vegetation models, which have been shown to overestimate sensitivity to
climate and CO2 fertilization (Rollinson et al. 2017, Klesse
et al. 2018a). Iteratively confronting model predictions with
a continuous stream of incoming data has led to improved
skill in weather forecasting; with thousands of plots visited
every year in NFI programs, iterative model–data comparisons could similarly improve prediction of forest ecosystems
(figure 1; Evans et al. 2017, Dietze et al. 2018, Fer et al. 2018).
Finally, NFIs enhanced with tree-ring sampling make
an ideal forest ecosystem monitoring system on which to
base drawdown-oriented forest management and validated
carbon accounting. Adaptive forest management aimed at a
drawdown of atmospheric CO2 concentrations will be greatly
facilitated by incorporating the growth responses to warming
climate recorded in tree rings into stand-level forest growth
and yield simulators. These models are essential tools for local
forest management, but have limited capacity to anticipate
climate effects on forest stand development and response to
silvicultural treatments. In terms of carbon accounting, NFIs
already serve as the national instruments for carbon stock and
flux assessment, including tracking progress toward COP21
commitments (Domke et al. 2018, 2020), and can contribute
to the economic valuation of forest carbon sequestration as
carbon markets emerge (Smith et al. 2019). Adding tree rings
to the C-accounting process brings tangibility and accessibility in a way that has been shown to narrow the gap between
scientists, managers, and communities living in and dependent on forests. That is, tree rings can be seen and understood
intuitively, bringing immediacy and credibility to often indirect conclusions about climate change (Rice et al. 2009).
Key actions for moving forward
Building more formal national, continental, and global
collaborations that promote NFI tree-ring networks is an
important idea and its realization would benefit science,
management, and society (figure 1). Continued collection
of tree-ring data from NFIs represents an opportunity for
increased temporal resolution, spatiotemporal coverage,
population inference, and integration with other in situ data.
Here we lay out key actions that could be taken to turn the
idea of a systematic network of forest inventory-based treering data into a reality.
In places such as Alaska and Mexico, where collections
have just begun, developing and maintaining the financial
support to continue sampling is paramount. Filling in gaps
in the existing legacy collections (the southeastern United
States; figure 2) and bolstering sampling in areas of sparse
sampling (US Pacific Coast states; figure 2) are also high
priority actions. At the same time, discussion of sampling
design is needed, to balance the benefits of coordinated
design versus meeting region-specific needs. Although the
operations, funding, and scaffolding of the sampling process
are probably best left to NFI programs, the development
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forest carbon sink is strictly transient in nature (Zhu et al.
2016, Pugh et al. 2019b). With tree rings collected in NFIs,
it would be possible to parse the nonstationary effects of
changing climate from the transient effect of forest recovery,
for example, by quantifying age-dependent growth. An NFIbased tree-ring collection further makes it possible to detect
how changing climate may alter forest demography, such as
tree recruitment following disturbances (Davis et al. 2019),
or how forest responses to warming may be complicated by
interactions with disturbances (Westerling et al. 2011, Dye
et al. 2016, Danneyrolles et al. 2019).
A third crucial source of uncertainty regarding whether
forests will have a stabilizing or destabilizing influence on
the future global carbon cycle is the atmospheric CO2 fertilization effect. CO2 enrichment experiments, eddy flux
measurements, and remote sensing observations all show
that increased atmospheric CO2 leads to increased water-use
efficiency and net primary productivity, although the magnitude and duration of this fertilization effect varies (Walker
et al. 2020). Evidence from tree rings also finds increased
water-use efficiency (via stable isotope studies), although
more recently these estimates have been shown to be influenced by tree size and environmental factors (Marchand
et al. 2020, Rayback et al. 2020a). In contrast, tree-ring
evidence for a fertilization effect on radial tree growth
is limited (Hickler et al. 2008, Girardin et al. 2011, 2016,
Frank et al. 2015, Giguère-Croteau et al. 2019, Hararuk et al.
2019). There are a variety of plausible reasons for the discord
among these various lines of evidence; reconciling these
differences is a high research priority (Walker et al. 2020)
because of the significance of CO2 fertilization uncertainty.
A NFI tree-ring network offers a long-term archive of tree
physiological responses on a cross-biome scale, which could
be used for isotope sampling across geographic and environmental space (Correa-Díaz et al. 2019, Levesque et al. 2019).
With respect to all three of these sources of uncertainty—
climate effects, disturbance and demographic processes, and
CO2 fertilization—adding tree rings to NFIs strengthens
the empirical foundation for improving models and scaling
of carbon dynamics from leaf to globe (Fisher et al. 2018,
Kannenberg et al. 2019). At the scale of individual trees, tree
rings form an obvious basis for parameterizing and validating next-generation mechanistic models of tree growth that
explicitly represent wood formation—a key line of inquiry to
help understand whether tree growth is controlled by photosynthesis (is source limited) or if in fact photosynthesis is
controlled by the conditions needed to support growth, such
as adequate turgor pressure (growth is sink limited; Körner
2013, Fatichi et al. 2014, Körner 2015, Sass-Klaassen 2015,
Friend et al. 2019, Babst et al. 2020), the latter of which
would fundamentally undermine the notion of CO2 fertilization and the prediction of a strong forest carbon sink in
the coming decades. Tree-ring data have been and are being
used to estimate biomass increment at the forest stand level
and forest ecosystem fluxes (Dye et al. 2016, Metsaranta
et al. 2018, Metsaranta 2019), demonstrating the feasibility
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